
Hamilton Broadway Musical Trivia - Test Your
Knowledge!
Are you a fan of the smash-hit Broadway musical Hamilton? Do you think you
have what it takes to ace this trivia? Test your knowledge with our challenging
Hamilton Broadway Musical Trivia quiz! From historical facts to behind-the-
scenes details, this quiz will put your passion for Hamilton to the ultimate test!

Trivia Questions

Question 1: Which song includes the line "Then a hurricane came, and
devastation reigned"?  A) Non-Stop  B) Alexander Hamilton  C) The Battle
of Yorktown (The World Turned Upside Down)
Question 2: Which actor played the role of Alexander Hamilton in Hamilton's
original Broadway production?  A) Lin-Manuel Miranda  B) Leslie Odom Jr. 
C) Daveed Diggs
Question 3: In which year was Hamilton first performed on Broadway?  A) 2013

 B) 2014  C) 2015
Question 4: Who won the Tony Award for Best Original Score for Hamilton?  A)
Lin-Manuel Miranda  B) Alex Lacamoire  C) Thomas Kail
Question 5: What is the opening line of the musical Hamilton?  A) How does a
bastard, orphan, son of a whore  B) Alexander Hamilton, my name is Alexander
Hamilton  C) There's a million things I haven't done, just you wait
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Let’s come and grab this amazing “Hamilton Broadway Musical Great Quiz &
Facts” to let yourself get lost in the incredible world of “Hamilton Broadway”
through many interesting and challenging games trivia questions,... In additional,
this puzzle book is carefully designed in three difficulty levels (easy, medium,
hard) that you can easily cultivating your creativity and also learn and relax at the
same time. Read on and you will answer the quizzes:
Who did Alexander Hamilton have his infamous affair with?
Who are the two characters that sing "One Last Time"?
In the title song, "Alexander Hamilton", two people say "we fought with him". Who
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were they?
Who was Alexander Hamilton?

Hamilton Broadway Musical Trivia - Test Your
Knowledge!
Are you a fan of the smash-hit Broadway musical Hamilton? Do you think
you have what it takes to ace this trivia? Test your knowledge with our
challenging Hamilton Broadway...

Unveiling the Intricate Web of Intrigue: The
Infiltrated Consul Esteban Navarro
Deep within the realm of international diplomacy lies a tale of deception,
subversion, and betrayal. Buried beneath the surface of a seemingly
polished career stands the...

Discover the Majestic Whitehaven Beach in
Australia: Rails to Trails Conservancy
Whitehaven Beach, located in Australia's Whitsunday Islands, is a
pristine paradise that offers visitors breathtaking beauty and a tranquil...
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Discover the Epic Journey of the Special
Bumper Team Hero and Unleash the Power
Within!
Are you ready for an exhilarating adventure that will take you to
unimaginable heights? Brace yourself as we dive into the incredible world
of the Special Bumper Team Hero –...

Unveiling the Magnificent Reflected Echo
Teresa Grabs: A Journey through Time and
Space
When it comes to exploring the realms of art, few artists can match the
sheer brilliance and enchantment of Reflected Echo Teresa Grabs. With
her impeccable mastery of various...

The Ultimate Guide to Mastering Interpersonal
Communication for Success
Interpersonal communication is a vital skill that affects every aspect of
our lives, from personal relationships to professional success. In today's
fast-paced and...

Asyrmatos To Canada An 80 Year Journey
From the small village of Asyrmatos in Greece to the vast landscapes of
Canada, the journey of a family spans over 80 years. This tale is one of
courage, determination, and...
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Buddie The Budgie Gets Budgie Buddy
Have you ever wondered what it would be like for a bird to have a friend
of its own kind? Well, Buddie the Budgie recently got his very own budgie
buddy, and...
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